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great ones I would suggest that before going round the fair
they should ask the organizers what are the principal lessons
the fair is intended to teach and then take an obvious
interest in those exhibits which try to teach them. Don't
spend half an hour discussing American cotton at a fair
on the top of the Salt Range !
It is no use waiting nine or ten months and then relying
on your memory of last year's fair for improving your fair
from year to year. Each day of the fair, keep a careful
note of the mistakes made and improvements suggested,
and immediately after the fair is over, draw up your plans
for next year. In this way only will you make it better
each year.
(b) One-day shows.1 One-day shows in important villages
are extremely useful, and they should be held all over the
district, carefully spaced out so that every village can
attend one fair and get its cattle there and back without
spending a night on the road. If this is done even small
prizes will attract exhibitors, and for the grading up of
cattle and the general encouragement of better farming
and everything else these small fairs are of very great value
indeed. They wake up the countryside and bring it home
to all and sundry that Government is out to help, and they
teach the simple ways in which people can help themselves.
The programme is simple—a small exhibition of good and
bad cattle collected from the neighbourhood, simple health,
agricultural and other uplift shows, stock and crop classes
for small prizes. Then games and sports, a few speeches
and then prize-giving2 with a cinema, magic lantern, and
wireless programme to end the day. The cheapest way of
1	See p. 101.
2	Don't give the prizes before the speeches or you will lose most of
your audience !

